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Growing Up with Books
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There are many reasons why I consider myself very lucky. But the top of the list is
undoubtedly my parents. As I’ve said many times, I could put all of my teachers from every
school and institution I have ever attended on one side of the scale and what I have learned
from my parents would still outweigh them. Of course we have our quirks and dysfunctions
like any other family, but there is one particular love they instilled in me that I am ever
grateful for—a love of reading and learning. To this day, any Shabbos afternoon in my
parents’ home my father sits in the living room with a Chumash or Gemara studying, while
my mother is on the couch with a more eclectic mix—New Yorker articles, a Chumash, a
book she checked out of the library (my mother was always close with our local librarians). I
grew up surrounded by books. And that undoubtedly is why my love of books and reading
endures today.

My first memory of reading is from before I could read. My mother would read to us next to
the nightlight, which she affectionately called “the campfire.” She didn’t do the voices in the
books but her intonation and emphasis gave books their narrative flavor. When I read to my
own children, it is her voice that I am channeling. (“Well,” I can still hear her reading aloud,
she has a distinct way of saying the word “well.”) And we went through the classics—
Berenstain Bears, Miss Nelson is MIssing!, and anything by Louis Sachar.

A while ago I shared my favorites book from when I was a kid on Twitter:

And as I grew up, my love of books grew with me. The first time I saw a grown up book, so to
speak, was David McCullough’s biography of Harry Truman. My father was reading it during
one of our family vacations at Loon Mountain in New Hampshire. I was in awe. The book felt
like a mountain–it wasn’t something you read, but hiked. But soon enough, I learned not to
be intimidated, no matter how formidable the size of the book.

https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1240367673994813440?s=20&t=t9y7diW5G_he1Ro3_B2GNg
https://www.amazon.com/Truman-David-McCullough/dp/1442387807
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So I began reading The Great Illustrated Classics, which were literary classics rewritten for a
younger audience. There was a picture on each page, so that helped. I graduated to larger
books–I read the novelization of the death of Superman. I started reading John Grisham and
Michael Chriton. My fifth grade diorama was a scene from The Client—I buried a lego man
underneath a lego boat.

In 2019, The Washington Post ran a lovely column entitled, “Books for Ages.” For each age,
beginning at 1 and ending at 100, they recommended an age-appropriate book. I loved this
thought experiment. I have always felt that I could trace my own self-development based on
what was on my bookshelf. Later, I saw that My Jewish Learning developed a similar list with
more of a Jewish focus. Their list went, as you’d expect for Jews, until the age of 120. I wrote
a list of my own, but was only 34 when I wrote mine. I shared it on Twitter.

 

https://www.greatillustratedclassics.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Death-Life-Superman-Novel/dp/055309582X#:~:text=On%20November%2018%2C%201992%2C%20the,comic%20book%20of%20all%20time.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/entertainment/books/100-books-for-the-ages/
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/120-jewish-books-for-every-age/
https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1145821116147130369?s=20&t=t9y7diW5G_he1Ro3_B2GNg
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It’s not a perfect list, but it’s a start. Some books are in Hebrew, many I would probably
replace. But it is a wonderful exercise that I suggest you try. Marking your own growth—
whether by year, month or week—in books.

I Read this Over Shabbos

I was invited to join the Meaningful People Podcast soon after it launched. During our
conversation they asked me how many books I have read in my lifetime. My response makes
me cringe (this section begins at 8:45 into the interview).

I answered, “I am trying to do very very basic math. I don’t know 10 thousand? 5 thousand?”
My nephew Ephraim, who actually is quite gifted in math, called me out on this. There’s no
way I have read ten thousand books. He’s right. I am just very bad at math. But I always did
try to read a book each Shabbos. So I figured, you know what, maybe the numbers were
wildly off, but maybe I should start sharing my weekly Shabbos reads on Twitter. So I did.

I shared this lovely book:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euv3oDH3BF0
https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1221213842539192323
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I shared it rather innocently. It’s a fantastic book, readable, enjoyable, and you can totally
finish it over a Shabbos. I didn’t plan on doing this every week. In fact, I forgot to share
anything about what I read over Shabbos for almost 3 months.

Then I read a book I simply had to share. So I decided to pick it up again.

https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1383598218391347202?s=20&t=_d4SBbEDrYCMEqVp4pykGA
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I shared a few follow up thoughts and questions and waited for the next Saturday night to
share what I read. The next time, I was less wordy. I just wrote, “I read this over Shabbos.”

https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1391200284257529859?s=20&t=PuzzZL1ng5hijlYphnh0JA
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And so it began. I shared a book the next week. And the week after. And every week since.

It has been 64 books since I started posting and thank God it has caught on. That’s the best
part. Others have begun to share as well and some of my favorite reads have come from
other’s recommendations.

https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1393733672499654658?s=20&t=PuzzZL1ng5hijlYphnh0JA
https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1396272495313960961?s=20&t=PuzzZL1ng5hijlYphnh0JA
https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1543408601015910400?s=20&t=l4fImXr9ajglSn9_uyWL3w
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But, Did You Really Read This Over Shabbos?

Of course, as with any online trend, the “I Read This Over Shabbos,” community does have
its fair share of doubters and jesters. We love both.

There’s the old “I Redt this over Shabbos,” a pun based on the Yiddish word redt meaning
matchmaking. People share pictures of their sidduirm, cereal boxes, Febreze instructions,
and just about anything that you can read. I love it. Part of building culture is making fun of it.

Still, there are some lingering questions.

Is this just a big flex? What is the point of posting what you read over Shabbos?

Some certainly tease that this is just some big flex. Like a peacock puffing its feathers.

 
I hear it. But that’s not what this is about.

People share all sorts of things on social media. Avocado sandwiches, flyers for programs, or
vacation pictures. Sharing what you read has two goals:

(1) It reframes social media as a place to share ideas. People log on Saturday night and
instead of arguing about politics, we share books, many of which relate to Jewish life and
history.

https://twitter.com/thememegemach/status/1543415626244521984?s=20&t=4zMyd2kqcOYMGx0dA4Y54Q
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(2) It reframes Shabbos. Instead of feeling restrictive or a day that can only be enjoyed by
those fully observant, “I read this over Shabbos,” became a movement to see Shabbos as a
day to connect with your favorite books—regardless of denomination or even religion.

It reminds me of that fantastic book I read as a kid, Drop Everything, It’s D.E.A.R. Time!

Shabbos becomes a time to D.E.A.R—drop everything and read.

Do you really finish a book every Shabbos?

What do you think? Of course not. I just say what I read, not what I finished. I usually finish
the book over Sunday. Sometimes I continue reading throughout the week.

How do you pick what books to read?

I go through phases. I almost always read non-fiction. I love learning about new subjects. On
Shabbos I try to read books that have some constructive Jewish angle, but I’m not so strict
about what I read on Shabbos from a halakhic point of view. But some have definitely raised
that as an issue.

How do you remember what you read?

https://twitter.com/BaruchSteiner/status/1462201662966222848?s=20&t=l4fImXr9ajglSn9_uyWL3w
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I forget as much as the next person. Two helpful tips.

1. I use book darts. They are these wonderful little markers that help me remember key
passages/stories. When I have time I include the key passages I marked off in my
thread which also helps me remember. Sharing ideas is a great way to remember
them. Here are some of the longer threads I did that used book darts to help me
remember the key parts: Scholem’s Shabbatai Sevi: The Mystical Messiah, Creating
American Reform Judaism: Life and Times of Isaac Myer Wise, and The Urge: Our
HIstory of Addiction.

2. I organize my learning. I hope to write a separate piece just about my organization
system, but I have a fairly elaborate system for how I organize what I read and learn. I
wrote about my system here: Some Tips for Remembering What You Learn.

Letters vs. Numbers

We’ve discussed before why our site is called 18Forty. In short, it is after the calenderic year.
But why not call it 1840? Why do we have it stylized as both letters and numbers—18Forty?

It’s a good question with a mundane answer. 1840 was already registered, so we went with
18forty. But now that we are 18forty I actually think it is inadvertently profound.

Broadly speaking there always seem to be two ways to approach life’s questions: as
numbers or letters. Numbers are sequential, even a fraction changed will totally transform
the meaning. Letters, words, sentences, are more forgiving. Numbers is the language of
math, letters is the language of art. I was always better with letters than numbers. Especially
in school. I could bluff my way through a free form essay, but I still get anxiety from math
tests. But we need both ways of thinking. Letters can express experience, numbers express
objective truth. And on 18Forty, we try to integrate both forms. We speak with academics and
regular folks. We have conversations and essays. Oftentimes we can have letter-like
conversations, but to really plumb the depths of a subject you need the denser number-like
tomes of academic works. At 18Forty, we combine language and numbers to approach
subjects holistically. So hopefully, the stylized name works—even if it was not our original
intention.

Where conversations end, books begin. And the end of every great book is another
conversation.

Of course if you have any other questions, or comments feel free to reach out. We plan to
begin sharing a lot more book related content on 18Forty starting this month—so stay tuned.

And don’t forget to share what you read on Shabbos!

https://www.amazon.com/Stellar-Factory-Book-Darts/dp/B07Q5VP9P5/ref=pd_lpo_2?pd_rd_i=B07Q5VP9P5&psc=1
https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1533981838137511936?s=20&t=PuzzZL1ng5hijlYphnh0JA
https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1535795815993966594?s=20&t=PuzzZL1ng5hijlYphnh0JA
https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1510410592301068288?s=20&t=PuzzZL1ng5hijlYphnh0JA
https://twitter.com/DBashIdeas/status/1391533025570263045?s=20&t=4zMyd2kqcOYMGx0dA4Y54Q
https://18forty.org/why-1840/

